
ARKET IPO /  SOFAS

SMOOTH OPERATOR
designed by Giuseppe Vigano' 2018

STRUCTURE: metal.
SEAT UPHOLSTERY: expanded polyurethane of varied densities (D35EM + OS40M + D50 mind foam) covered with synthetic lining 6mm and 
230gr.
ARM AND BACK UPHOLSTERY: expanded polyurethane of varied densities (HT45 + 40P + D35EM + D18CDSS) covered with downproof white 
cotton cover filled with 100% natural feathers.
SEAT HEIGHT: 42 cm - 45 cm with feet h. 19,5 cm.
ARM HEIGHT: 68 cm (minimum) - 85 cm (maximum).
FEET: metal, finishes black nickel or titanium or varnished micaceous brown or oxy grey, h.16,5 cm.
On request feet can be supplied 3 cm higher by using spacers that may be at sight, with an extra charge.

ATTENTION: please specify the fabric or leather colour of the back cushion stripes.
CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS: if the stripes are covered with leather B/3155-3156-3157-3158, there is no cleaning procedure that can be used. 
For all the other leathers of Arketipo collection the cover can be dry cleaned in specialized laundries. If two fabrics have different cleaning 
procedures, please follow the most restrictive one.

Back cushions marked with (*) are supplied with a mechanism that allows three 
sitting positions. The other back cushions are supplied with a mechanism that allows 
four sitting positions.



In order to avoid any damages to the mechanism, please do not sit on armrests and 
backs.



Sofa

6110003

6110004

6110005

6110006

6110007

Right or left unit - depth 128/150 cm

6110033 

6110034

Right or left unit

6110025 

6110026

6110027 

6110028



Unit with 3 back cushions and right or left
pouf

6110029 

6110032

Unit with 4 back cushions and right or left 
pouf

6110031 

6110032

Dormeuse right or left

6110035 

6110036

Chaise-longue with right or left short arm

6110037 

6110038

6110039 

6110040

Central unit

6110021

6110022

Pouf

6110050

Cushion

7110053

Composition "A" (right unit 246/268 cm + 
left dormeuse 120/142x176/198 cm)

Composition "B" (right unit 186/208 cm + 
chaise-longue 128/150x176/198 cm with 
left short arm)



Composition "C" (left unit 186/208 cm +
left unit 287/309 cm with 4 back cushions
and right pouf)

Composition "D" (chaise-longue 
128/150x168/190 cm with left long arm + 
central unit 176 cm)

Composition "E" (left unit 186/208 cm + 
sofa 316/360 cm)

Composition "F" (left unit 
168/190x128/150 cm + right unit 186/208 
cm)

Composition "G" (central unit 176 cm + 
pouf 112x112 cm + right unit 246/268 cm)

Composition "H" (chaise-longue 
128/150x176/198 cm with left short arm + 
central unit 176 cm + right dormeuse)
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